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Tossups

1. A play titled for this place is set in a replica of “the Great Hole of History” where a celebrity-
impersonating gravedigger is repeatedly shot. A boorish man from this place lights his cigar with a will,
giving Miss Meredith her grandfather’s estate. In a play named for this place, an addict with a fear of
knife-wielding men hallucinates a travel agent in (*) Antarctica. In that play named for this place, a lawyer who
insists he has liver cancer is chastised by the nurse Belize. The audience's laughter at a man from this place calling
someone a “sockdologizing old man-trap” hid a gunshot at a performance of that Tom Taylor play. Ethel Rosenberg
haunts Roy Cohn after his AIDS diagnosis in a play named for this place. For 10 points, name this place where
angels appear in the title of a Tony Kushner play.
ANSWER: America [accept the United States of America; prompt on United States; prompt on Pontiac, Michigan
or Battleboro, Vermont by asking, “What larger place is that a part of?”] (The unnamed plays are “The America
Play,” and “Our American Cousin.”)
<PS, American Literature>

2. In one staging of this play, Eric Burroughs played a goddess wielding a bullwhip. The face of a character
who suffers a stillbirth in another adaptation of this play has been compared to grieving fukai masks from
Noh theater. The declaration “Peace, the charm’s wound up!” ends a movie adaptation and a Haitian
“Voodoo” staging of this play by Orson Welles. After his own troops fire arrows at him, a character played by
(*) Toshiro Mifune dies in another adaptation of this play. In that Akira Kurosawa version of this play, Throne of
Blood, Washizu dies as enemies approach holding tree branches. For 10 points, Lady Asaji madly tries to clean an
imaginary stain of blood from her hands in that adaptation of what play by Shakespeare?
ANSWER: The Tragedy of Macbeth
<JF/AY, Other Arts: Film>

3. To determine the impact of World War II on these institutions, Sarah Van Ruyskensvelde
(“RAO-skunz-vel-duh”) generalized the example of Leo De Vylder to Belgian society. Gaston Eyskens
facilitated a 1958 pact between three major political parties that ensured equitable funding to different types
of these institutions. The Catholic Party rose to power in 1884 over backlash from Walthère Frère-Orban’s
reforms to these institutions. Social unrest prompted the 1968 division, into (*) French- and Dutch-speaking
sites, of one of these institutions in Leuven. Two “wars” in Belgium were fought over the role of the Catholic
Church in these institutions, which had been secularized in France by Jules Ferry. For 10 points, name these
institutions, of which the Catholic Church historically funded “private” types to educate children.
ANSWER: schools [accept universities; accept Catholic University of Leuven; accept Katholieke Universiteit
Leuven; accept University of Louvain or Université catholique de Louvain; accept First School War; accept Second
School War]
<GP, European History>

4. The unusual presence of ammonia hydrate on 5000 Quaoar (“KWAH-wahr”) provides evidence for this
phenomenon. This phenomenon generates “whistlers,” waves that help elucidate the structure of the
plasmasphere. The smallest body involved in a certain 4:2:1 Laplace resonance experiences this phenomenon
due to the resonance’s impact on its orbit’s eccentricity. The origin of micron-sized water particles in Saturn’s



E-Ring can be traced to the (*) Tiger Stripes of Enceladus that exhibit this phenomenon. A hypothesis for the
lightning that this phenomenon can cause is tribo·electric charging in tephra (“TEFF-ruh”). Tidal forces exerted by
Jupiter on Io are responsible for this phenomenon. For 10 points, name this phenomenon, which involves the
expulsion of water, methane, or magma from a body’s interior.
ANSWER: volcanism [accept word forms like volcanic activity; accept volcanoes; accept cryovolcanoes; accept
cryovolcanism; accept volcanic eruptions; accept volcanic lightning; prompt on tidal heating or tidal bulge until
read by asking, “What phenomenon does this cause?;” prompt on lightning by asking "what phenomenon causes the
lightning?"]
<KT, Other Science: Astronomy>

5. The title of a Hortense Powdermaker book calls an industry within this city the “dream factory.” A scholar
who worked in this city adapted Homi K. Bhabha’s term “thirdspace” to urban theory; that scholar is
Edward Soja. A long chapter called “Homegrown Revolution” in a book about this city describes its “slow
growth” movement and how Howard Jarvis’s tax revolt led to Proposition 13. A mayor of this city
surprisingly lost a governor’s race to a (*) white opponent, which led to the coining of the term “Bradley effect.”
Sociological studies of this city, which is the subject of Mike Davis’s City of Quartz, often focus on its ethnic
enclaves such as Olvera Street and Little Armenia. For 10 points, name this American city home to the mass media
center of Hollywood.
ANSWER: Los Angeles [or L.A.]
<RR, Social Science: Misc.>

6. 18 instances of this compound are joined in a copper one-one-one surface-assisted synthesis of the “hyper”
form of this compound. An intermediate with both triple-bonded and biradical resonance structures appears
in one mechanism for substituting this compound, while another proceeds through the Meisenheimer
intermediate. The Balz-Schiemann reaction enables the fluorination of this compound. Alkali metals dissolved
in (*) ammonia are used to partially reduce derivatives of this compound in the Birch reduction. This compound’s
ring currents push its protons to around 7.33 ppm in NMR. A dimer of this compound is a simple example of pi-pi
stacking. Aniline, toluene, and phenol are all derivatives of this conjugated compound. For 10 points, identify this
simple aromatic compound with formula C6H6.
ANSWER: benzene [accept C6H6]
<JZ, Chemistry>

7. A blogger traveling around this country in a van painted with the slogan “Country for Living”
disseminated public discontent at a leader subject to the political slogan “Stop the Cockroach.” An Olympic
sprinter from this country received a Polish humanitarian visa after she was forcibly sent home from Tokyo
for criticizing her coaches. Protesters adopted a disused (*) white and red tricolor flag to protest election results
in this country. Ryanair Flight 4978 was diverted to this country’s capital to arrest journalist Roman Protasevich.
Presidential candidate Sviatlana Tsikhanouskaya (“tee-kah-NOVE-sky-uh”) fled this country after a dubious 2020
electoral victory for its incumbent president, referred to as “Europe’s last dictator.” For 10 points, name this eastern
European country led by Alexander Lukashenko.
ANSWER: Belarus [or Republic of Belarus or Respublika Byelarus’ or Respublika Belarus’]
<EG, Current Events>

8. Tibor Szasz (“sahss”) suggests that one composer wrote a prayer against this person into the chorale-like
opening of a concerto movement that Leonard Bernstein quoted in “Somewhere.” That piece’s dedicatee
offered its composer a 4,000-florin annuity urging him not to become kapellmeister for a relative of this
person. In the finale of a piece inspired by this person, the pizzicato notes “E-flat, high B-flat, low B-flat,
E-flat” start a theme and variations from The (*) Creatures of Prometheus. While living in his brother Kaspar’s
basement, one composer wrote, “May Austria give [this man] his due,” on movement two of his fifth piano



concerto. That composer inscribed a piece “to the memory of a great man” after scratching out this man’s name from
its manuscript. For 10 points, Beethoven originally dedicated his “Eroica” symphony to what French emperor?
ANSWER: Napoleon Bonaparte [or Napoleon I; prompt on Bonaparte] (Jerome Bonaparte invited Beethoven to be
kapellmeister in his court.)
<JE, Auditory Arts>

9. The protagonist of a novel set in this country spends all his time designing a dragon costume that he wears
for Carnival. In a short story set in this country, the title character reveals the phrase “the past is deep” and
shows the narrator his mango, coconut, and plum trees. A character from this country writes “the greatest
poem in the world” at the speed of one line a month and calls himself (*) B. Wordsworth. In a novel set in this
country, the protagonist loses his neighbor’s calf because of a pundit’s advice that he be kept away from trees and
water due to his extra finger. That character from this country takes a job as a sign painter, leading him to marry into
the Tulsi family. For 10 points, Miguel Street and A House for Mr. Biswas are set in what Caribbean country, the
birthplace of V.S. Naipaul?
ANSWER: (Republic of) Trinidad and Tobago (The first clue refers to The Dragon Can’t Dance by Earl Lovelace.)
<HG, World Literature>

10. Two reliefs depicting this ruler are carved into the cliff faces at Wadi Brisa. It’s not Alexander the Great,
but St. Jerome alleged that this ruler had built a causeway during his thirteen-year siege of Tyre and its ruler,
Ithobaal III. The “Tower of Babel” stela depicts this ruler next to the Etemenanki, whose restoration was
completed under this ruler. As crown prince, this man defeated Egyptian and Assyrian forces led by (*) Necho
II at the Battle of Carchemish. This ruler had his men gouge out the eyes of a rebellious King Zedekiah. According
to legend, Queen Amytis’s homesickness caused this son of Nabopolassar to construct the Hanging Gardens. For 10
points, name this Neo-Babylonian king who sacked Jerusalem, causing the Babylonian Captivity.
ANSWER: Nebuchadnezzar II [or Nebuchadnezzar the Great or Nebuchadrezzar II or Nabû-kudurri-uṣur;
prompt on Nebuchadnezzar]
<KT, Ancient History / Archaeology>

11. One book opens with the declaration that this concept has made the Earth “radiant with triumphant
calamity.” This concept’s seeds lie in one’s renunciation and self-sacrifice on the way to mastery over nature,
which is why it always reverts to myth, according to one book’s first excursus on Odysseus. That book argues
this concept attempts to subsume everything under a scientific unity, and declares it (*) “totalitarian.” This
movement titles a book that argues that film and radio are mass-produced as part of a “culture industry.” This
movement’s motto is identified as “Dare to know!” in a Kant essay that answers the question “What is [this
movement]?” with “man’s emergence from his self-imposed immaturity.” For 10 points, name this 18th-century
intellectual movement that emphasized individual reason.
ANSWER: the Enlightenment [or Aufklärung; accept Dialectic of Enlightenment or Dialektik der Aufklärung;
accept “What is Enlightenment?” or Was ist Aufklärung?]
<MB, Philosophy>

12. These objects are intricately carved by residents of Cochas Grande in an art form known as mate burilado.
One artist loves these objects “because of their humorous form, warm feeling, and a human-like quality.”
Guaraní cups from Paraguay and Argentina are most commonly made from these objects and are used to
drink yerba mate. The end of a pier in Naoshima hosts one of these objects painted yellow and covered in
black (*) polka dots by Yayoi Kusama. Donatello sculpted a bald Habbakuk nicknamed “Il Zuccone,” literally
indicating a head of one of these objects. These objects can be dried and fashioned into maracas. For 10 points,
themed carvings appear on what objects placed at the entrance to the MoMA leading up to Halloween?
ANSWER: gourds [accept calabashes; accept pumpkins]
<AS, Visual Arts>



13. In order to conceal his identity, one character in this novel tries to pantomime his part in a performance
of “Turpin’s Ride to York.” In this novel, the words “and child” are erased from a coffin containing the
bodies of a golden-haired woman and her baby. An army officer in this novel gives away a golden watch to his
lover after slicing a caterpillar during a swordplay demonstration. A man in this novel notes that (*) “vanity”
is the only flaw of a woman who rehires him to cure her bloated sheep at Weatherbury Farm. In this novel, Frank
Troy is buried in the same grave as his former lover Fanny after he is shot dead by the spurned William Boldwood.
For 10 points, Bathsheba Everdene marries Gabriel Oak at the end of what Thomas Hardy novel titled for a line
from “Elegy Written in a Country Churchyard?”
ANSWER: Far From the Madding Crowd
<RW, British Literature>

14. While working as a waiter in Greenwich Village, the Czech immigrant Hippolyte Havel wrote for a
magazine that this person founded and edited a collection of this person’s essays. This person described
meeting a young man with the alias “Nieman” in the autobiography Living My Life. Ricardo Flores Magon
contributed to a magazine this person founded called (*) Mother Earth. During the Homestead Strike, this person
plotted with Alexander Berkman to enact “propaganda of the deed” and assassinate Henry Clay Frick. The
Haymarket Riot radicalized this activist, who wrote the book My Disillusionment with Russia about her turn away
from Leninism. For 10 points, name this activist deported during the Red Scare, a leader of American anarchism.
ANSWER: Emma Goldman
<HG, American History>

15. For inverse-square interactions, the Fokker-Planck coefficients are expressed in terms of functions of this
quantity called the Rosenbluth potentials. It’s not frequency, but for Landau damping to occur, this quantity
for a plasma’s electrons must be comparable to the plasma oscillation. In Molecular dynamics, this quantity is
the time derivative of the other quantity that is updated at alternating timesteps in the Verlet algorithm.
Plasma and ideal gas distribution functions are typically written in terms of this quantity, rather than (*)
momentum. The square root of 3RT over m is this quantity’s “root-mean-square” value obtained from the
Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. In the expression for magnetic force, the magnetic field is crossed with this
quantity. For 10 points, what quantity is the time derivative of position?
ANSWER: velocity [prompt on speed by asking, “What is the associated vector quantity?;” prompt on x-dot]
<VD, Physics>

16. Ancient Greek theories on this practice distinguish between “metaphrase” and “paraphrase,” which John
Dryden utilized in calling this practice “a judicious blending” of the two. Hans Vermeer developed the
“Skopos theory” of this practice, which emphasizes the role of purpose. One essay on this practice argues that
it should preserve the “way of meaning” rather than imitating the sense of an original work. Walter (*)
Benjamin wrote that essay titled “The Task of” one who does this practice. Difficulties in performing this task often
occur due to lexical gaps, making words like the Portuguese saudade (“sao-DAH-jee”) virtually unable to be subject
to this task. For 10 points, name this task in which a text in one language is rendered into another.
ANSWER: translation [accept word forms; accept "Task of the Translator"]
<EG, Social Science: Misc.>

17. A poem in this language notes that a “white-haired old man” who “binds his tomatoes” is the only one
who believes that the title event “is happening now.” Another poem in this language describes those who
“push the rubble to the side of the road” and “get mired in scum and ashes.” A “Treatise on Poetry” in this
language was translated into English by Robert Hass. A poem in this language reflects that “after every war,
someone has to (*) clean up” and is titled “The End and The Beginning.” “Delta, the Troubadour” appears in a book
about this language’s literature titled The Captive Mind. A novel in this language follows a patrician who falls in



love with Lygia and is set during “the time of Nero.” For 10 points, Czesław Miłosz (“CHESS-wahf MEE-wosh”)
and the author of Quo Vadis, Henryk Sienkiewicz (“shen-KYEH-vich”), wrote in what language?
ANSWER: Polish [or Polski] (The first poem is “Song on the End of the World” by Miłosz; “The End and the
Beginning” is by Wisława Szymborska.)
<JF, European Literature>

18. While retroverted examples of this organ may spontaneously antevert, in rare cases this organ can become
incarcerated. Benign submucosal leiomyomas project into this organ while subserosal ones project out of it;
both can cause bleeding-associated iron deficiency. The “ripening” of the inferior part of this organ and this
organ’s decidualization are facilitated by prostaglandin E2. Failure of this organ’s spiral arteries to dilate
results in the increased (*) blood pressure indicating pre·eclampsia. Collagenases released by the trophoblast break
down the extracellular matrix of this organ’s endometrium to allow the blastocyst to implant itself into its wall.
Removal of this organ is called a hysterectomy and results in sterilization. For 10 points, name this reproductive
organ in which a fetus gestates.
ANSWER: uterus [accept womb; prompt on endometrium until read]
<EG/HK, Biology>

19. The original version of this collection was legendarily recorded in gold ink before its destruction by an
invader. One section in this collection describes ritual passage through nine pits for a cleansing with dust,
water, and cow’s urine to counteract contamination from Nasu. The contents and origin of this collection are
studied through its summarization in the Denkard. One of the most sacred prayers of this collection, the (*)
Ahuna Vairya, is recited during rituals including the tying of the kushti, whose 72 threads represent the chapters of
one section of this collection. A series of seventeen hymns at the core of this collection, known as the Gathas,
glorify Ahura Mazda. For 10 points, name this primary collection of Zoroastrian texts, written in a namesake early
Iranian language.
ANSWER: Avesta [accept Zend or Zand; anti-prompt on Vendidad or Yasnas or Gathas until read by asking, “What
broader collection are they a part of?”]
<DC, Beliefs>

20. This country tortured political prisoners in a sweltering concrete box termed the “Frying Pan.” This
country’s secret police force employed the Flechas and murdered dockworkers in the Pidjiguiti Massacre.
This country enlisted former OAS officer Yves Guérin-Sérac to manage the Aginter Press, a mercenary group
that curtailed the PAIGC movement of (*) Amilcar Cabral. A “camp of the slow death” at Tarrafal was run by this
country’s PIDE secret police, who sent Casemiro Monteiro to assassinate Eduardo Mondale, the leader of
FRELIMO, to impede the Mozambican independence movement. For 10 points, name this country that, following
the Carnation Revolution, relinquished colonial possessions in Cabo Verde and Angola.
ANSWER: Portugal [or Portuguese Republic or República Portuguesa]
<KT, World History>



Bonuses

1. Enzymes limited only by this process achieve kcat/KM (“k-cat over k-M”) ratios of roughly 109 (“ten to the ninth”)
inverse molar-seconds. For 10 points each:
[10m] Name this process, the only factor limiting so-called “catalytically perfect” enzymes like acetylcholinesterase.
ANSWER: diffusion [accept diffusion-limited enzyme; accept diffusion-weighted MRI]
[10h] This catalytically perfect enzyme catalyzes a disproportionation reaction that yields molecular oxygen and
hydrogen peroxide, and it has the highest known theoretical kcat/KM value.
ANSWER: superoxide dismutase [or SOD]
[10e] Another example of catalytic perfection is AmpC-type beta-lactamases, whose increasing dissemination by
R-plasmids is concerning due to their conferral of especially broad forms of this trait to organisms like MRSA.
ANSWER: antibiotic resistance
<HK, Biology>

2. Description acceptable. The Zanes (“ZAY-neez”) were a series of public bronze statues inscribed with the names
of—and paid for by fines collected from—people who committed this crime. For 10 points each:
[10h] Name this crime whose perpetrators were sanctioned by the hellanodikai for breaking their oath to Zeus
Horkios.
ANSWER: cheating at the ancient Olympic Games [prompt on partial answer; accept match-fixing or bribery or
other corrupt acts in place of “cheating;” prompt on answers that describe cheating at specific events such as the
pankration, wrestling, footrace, or chariot race]
[10e] At the 416 BCE Olympic Games, Alcibiades gained prestige by bending the rules and sponsoring several
teams in this sport. Two, four, and six-horse varieties of this sport took place in hippodromes.
ANSWER: chariot racing [accept tethrippon and synoris; prompt on horse racing]
[10m] To “jinx” the Olympic Games, Roman spectators and charioteers could commission “curse tablets” that they
could bury near these facilities. Like the Greek hippodrome, these Roman venues were used for chariot-racing.
ANSWER: circuses [accept Circus Maximus]
<DC, Ancient History / Archaeology>

3. The speaker observes “the distracted eyeball,…the chimney-stones, the scar whiter than smoke” and “her hair,
that true but aging bride” in this author’s poem “Euryclea’s Tale.” For 10 points each:
[10m] Name this poet who describes coming for “the thing itself and not the myth / the drowned face always staring
/ toward the sun” in her poem “Diving Into the Wreck.”
ANSWER: Adrienne Rich [or Adrienne Cecile Rich]
[10h] Lisa Robertson’s collection XEclogue (“EX-log'”) inspired Rich’s “Variations on Lines from” a poet from this
country. Eurycleia points out “impudent” maids, including one of the Pretty Cheeks, to be killed in a book from this
country.
ANSWER: Canada [accept “Variations on Lines From a Canadian Poet”] (The book is The Penelopiad.)
[10e] A woman “with the nerves of a panther” dreams she is this man’s death in a Rich poem. In a Margaret Atwood
poem, this man “could not believe I was more than [his] echo” and is narrated by this man’s wife, Eurydice.
ANSWER: Orpheus [accept “I Dream I’m the Death of Orpheus;” accept “Orpheus 1”]
<CM, American Literature>

4. Donald Cram used carcerands to study this molecule, which can be obtained by trapping alpha-pyrone and then
irradiating it with UV light. For 10 points each:
[10m] Name this highly unstable molecule that can dimerize with itself in a Diels-Alder reaction to form another
anti·aromatic molecule, cyclo·octa·tetra·ene. It is the simplest antiaromatic molecule.
ANSWER: 1,3-cyclobutadiene [or C4H4]



[10e] The carcerand-cyclobutadiene system is an example of host-guest chemistry. Other key host compounds
include cyclic “crown” compounds that contain many instances of this functional group, which contains two alkyl
groups bonded to an oxygen.
ANSWER: ethers [accept crown ethers]
[10h] These compounds are analogous to 3D-crown ethers. One example of these molecules has a [2.2.2]
(“two-two-two”) bicyclic structure and was synthesized by Chemistry Nobel laureate Jean-Marie Lehn.
ANSWER: cryptands [accept cryptates]
<JZ, Chemistry>

5. This hero baited his hook with red feathers of the ‘alae (“UH-luh-eh”) bird on a fishing trip with his brothers. For
10 points each:
[10e] Name this hero, who used the fish hook Mā·naia·kalani to dredge the Polynesian Islands up from the seafloor.
This hero’s other miraculous feats include slowing the progression of the sun.
ANSWER: Māui
[10m] In contrast to Māui, a mythical figure from this place named Uoke used his lever to sink pieces of islands into
the sea. In a religious competition from this place, prophets of different tribes race to retrieve a tern egg.
ANSWER: Easter Island [or Rapa Nui or Isla de Pascua]
[10h] A fish took several bites out of the island of Guam but was foiled when the women captured it with a net of
this material. At Māui’s birth, his mother wrapped him in this material and threw him into the sea. Maui later
restrained the sun with either a fishbone or this material.
ANSWER: hair
<AY, Beliefs>

6. Saint Thomas Aquinas cited this philosopher more than any other except for Aristotle. For 10 points each:
[10h] Name this Syrian-Christian philosopher who was a founder of negative theology. This author of On Divine
Names and The Celestial Hierarchy fraudulently identifies himself as an Athenian converted by Paul.
ANSWER: Pseudo-Dionysius the Areopagite
[10e] Pseudo-Dionysius’s Christian philosophy drew heavily from his teacher Proclus, who was a member of this
school. This school held that the universe consists of emanations from “the One,” drawing from an earlier
philosopher’s theory of forms.
ANSWER: Neoplatonism
[10m] Proclus revived the Academy and wrote an extensive commentary on this dialogue. This dialogue introduced
the demiurge, the Atlantis myth, and the Platonic solids, and was the only one to survive into medieval Europe.
ANSWER: Timaeus [or Timaios]
<MB, Philosophy>

7. The speaker of a Sally Wen Mao poem calls this poet a “robot-poet” with a “body of ten antique TV cabinets”
with whom they long to “live our midsummer’s cyberpunk dream.” For 10 points each:
[10e] Name this Táng dynasty poet who inspired “The River Merchant’s Wife.” That Sally Wen Mao poem
juxtaposes Janelle Monáe lyrics with this poet’s “Quiet Night Thought.”
ANSWER: Lǐ Bái [or Li Po or Lǐ Bó or Taìbaí; accept “Li Tai Po”]
[10h] In a story by an author with this surname, a god destroys most of the solar system while automatically
generating poems to surpass Lǐ Bái. Another writer with this surname wrote a story in which Jack’s mother creates
magical origami animals for him.
ANSWER: Liu [accept Cíxīn Liú or Ken Liu] (The first story is “The Poetry Cloud,” and the second is “The Paper
Menagerie.”)
[10m] Ken Liu wrote about a father reciting Táng poet Lǐ Shāngyǐn in a story where Hiroto hallucinates doing this
activity as he dies in outer space. In a novel, Otake plays Move 121 during this activity.
ANSWER: playing Go [accept The Master of Go] (The Ken Liu story is “Mono No Aware.”)



<CM, World Literature>

8. Islamic Egyptian rulers agreed to the baqt treaty, which lasted for nearly seven hundred years, with this kingdom
after unsuccessful invasions around 642 and 652 CE. For 10 points each:
[10h] Name this kingdom centered on Dongola, whose domination of Nobatia in the north and Alodia in the south
cemented its hegemony in medieval Nubia.
ANSWER: Makuria
[10e] John the Deacon collated accounts of this religion, practiced in Nubia, into the History of the Patriarchs of
Alexandria, which details the spread of this religion in Egypt via the Coptic Church.
ANSWER: Christianity [accept the Coptic Orthodox Church until read]
[10m] These two royals dispatched competing Chalcedonian and Miaphysitian missionaries to Makuria during the
sixth century. One of these royals convinced the other not to flee revolts demanding the dismissal of Tribonian and
John the Cappadocian.
ANSWER: Justinian I AND Theodora [or Justinian the Great AND Theodora]
<DC, World History>

9. Narciso Tomé designed El Transparente, an altarpiece allowing the sacrament to be seen from different directions,
in a substyle of this movement known as Churrigueresque. For 10 points each:
[10h] Name this movement. An “ultra” form of this movement characterizes Jerónimo de Balbás’s Altar of the
Kings. An extensively gilded, domed Chapel of the Rosary in Puebla exemplifies this style aimed at inspiring awe.
ANSWER: Baroque [accept Ultrabaroque]
[10m] Heavily ornamented estipite examples of these features resemble truncated inverted cones in Churrigueresque
architecture. A structure in St. Peter’s Basilica showcases twisting Solomonic types of these features.
ANSWER: columns [prompt on pillars] (The unnamed structure is Bernini’s Baldacchino.)
[10e] De Balbás’s use of estipite in the Altar of the Kings introduced the Churrigueresque style to this country. Blue-
and red-painted pyramids dedicated to Tlaloc and Huitzilopochtli once stood in the Templo Mayor in this country.
ANSWER: Mexico [or United Mexican States or Estados Unidos Mexicanos]
<GP/AY, Other Arts: Architecture>

10. This economist developed the concept of Gross National Product as part of an interwar project at NBER. For 10
points each:
[10h] Name this Ukrainian-American economist who received the 1971 Nobel Prize for his work on economic
growth. This economist also names 15-20 year production cycles.
ANSWER: Simon Kuznets [or Simon Smith Kuznets; accept Semyon Abramovich Kuznets or Shimen
Abramovich Kuznets; accept Kuznets cycles]
[10e] The Kuznets curve predicts that this value will increase with industrialization and then decrease after a critical
point. The Gini coefficient is a measure of this quantity, which is the primary subject of Thomas Piketty's Capital.
ANSWER: economic inequality
[10m] The Gini coefficient does not account for potential skew in this distribution, which can present as either a
“demographic bulge” or “demographic dividend.”
ANSWER: population age distribution [accept population pyramid]
<KJ, Social Science: Economics>

11. This country’s Taungbyon Festival depends on gender-nonconforming spirit mediums known as Nat Kadaws to
lead rituals, creating a space sometimes compared to gay pride despite a ban on homosexuality. For 10 points each:
[10h] Name this country, where the Taungbyon Festival honors brothers numbering among thirty-seven Nat spirits.
A festival in this country takes place at a gilded pagoda built by Anawrahta to house eight hairs of the Buddha.
ANSWER: Myanmar [or Republic of the Union of Myanmar or Pyidaunzu Thanmăda Myăma Nainngandaw;
accept Burma]



[10m] At the Taungbyon Festival, spirit mediums collect money in a cup and spin without spilling it in a dance
named for this activity. One essay describes the “deep play” of people betting on this activity, which could serve as a
sacrifice to appease spirits.
ANSWER: cockfighting [accept bets on the cock fights; accept kyettaikchin or tajen]
[10e] Mediums and other visitors offer flowers and leaves or a tray with coconuts and these fruits to the Taungbyon
brothers. During Kerala’s Onam festival, large leaves from trees bearing this tropical fruit act as plates.
ANSWER: bananas [accept ngăpyaw or vāḻappaḻam]
<KT, Beliefs>

12. LISP was the first language to introduce anonymous functions, which are denoted using this Greek letter. For 10
points each.
[10m] Identify this letter. A system named for this letter uses the term “beta reduction” to denote calculating the
value of a substituted variable.
ANSWER: lambda [accept lambda function or lambda calculus]
[10e] LISP is named for its ability to process these data structures. In “linked” varieties of these data structures, each
element contains a reference to the next element in this data structure.
ANSWER: lists [accept linked lists]
[10h] This higher-order function, common in LISP and LISP-derived languages, takes a list and another function as
arguments, and applies the function to every element of the list.
ANSWER: map function [prompt on apply-to-all by asking, “What broader function is that an instantiation of?”]
<EN, Other Science: Math and Computer Science>

13. In Holy Feast and Holy Fast, Caroline Bynum explores the religious significance of food in the writings of
Hadewijch and Beatrice of Nazareth, mystics in this order. For 10 points each:
[10h] Name this lay order of women active during the late Middle Ages in the Low Countries. Their members
include Mary of Oignies, who supposedly tasted honey during mass and ate black bread that made her mouth bleed.
ANSWER: the Beguines
[10m] Bynum describes the canonization of those who fasted outside of the Eucharist, such as that of this patron
saint of Italy. This saint begged Pope Gregory XI to return the Papacy to Rome from Avignon.
ANSWER: Saint Catherine of Siena [or Santa Caterina da Siena]
[10e] Tertiaries historically affiliated with mendicant orders, including one founded by this other patron saint of
Italy. Saint Clare of Assisi wished to follow this bird-preaching saint, who forced her into a Benedictine cloister.
ANSWER: Saint Francis of Assisi [or San Francesco d’Assisi]
<VD, European History>

14. The eccentric host of this event pees in a silver chamberpot, picks his teeth with a silver toothpick, and boxes a
slave’s ear for trying to clean a silver dish before serving wine that ought to be undrinkable. For 10 points each:
[10m] Name this event. Niceros tells this event’s host a story about a werewolf who urinated a circle around his
clothes, turning them to stone, after guests at this event eat 12 dishes inspired by the signs of the zodiac.
ANSWER: feast of Trimalchio [or cena Trimalchionis; accept answers that indicate a dinner or a party hosted by
Trimalchio; prompt on feast or equivalents by asking, “Who is the host?”]
[10e] Encolpius and his servant Giton are invited to Trimalchio’s lavish feast in the Satyricon, a work of Menippean
satire written in this language. Horace wrote a collection of satirical poems in this language.
ANSWER: Latin
[10h] This literary theorist enumerated the qualities of Menippean satire in a book that examines the “poetics” of one
of his countrymen in order to outline the presence of humor and irreverence in the European literary canon.
ANSWER: Mikhail Bakhtin [or Mikhail Mikhailovich Bakhtin] (The book is The Problems of Dostoevsky’s
Poetics.)
<PS, European Literature>



15. Georgian shepherds have historically played three melodies on the larch’emi, one of these instruments, to signal
to their flocks. For 10 points each:
[10m] Name these wind instruments. Beeswax is often used to tune the twenty tubes of varying size on the curved
nai one of these instruments, which are traditionally made from bound cane, bamboo, or reeds.
ANSWER: panpipes [or pan flutes or syrinx; prompt on pipes or soinari; do not accept or prompt on “flute”]
[10e] The nai panpipes are featured in this nation’s lăutari music, which inspired two rhapsodies by George Enescu.
Béla Bartók based a suite of folk dances on Transylvanian peasant melodies from this Eastern European country.
ANSWER: Romania [or România; accept Two Romanian Rhapsodies, Op. 11 or Romanian Folk Dances, Sz. 56]
[10h] In some cases, two people can play the larch’emi at once, much like the siku panpipes from this region. Other
instruments from this physical region include the qina (“KAY-nah”) flute and the charango, a lute made from an
armadillo shell.
ANSWER: Andes Mountains [or Cordillera de los Andes or Antikuna or Anti Uraqi; anti-prompt (ask, “Can you be
less specific?”) on Altiplano or Collao or Qullaw]
<AS, Auditory Arts>

16. Preventative “bolts” installed on buildings following one of these natural disasters have become decorative
tourist attractions in Charleston, South Carolina. For 10 points each:
[10e] Name these natural disasters. The construction of buildings on lead, steel, and rubber foundations, a technique
known as base isolation, can reduce the risk of collapse from these disasters, which often occur on fault lines.
ANSWER: earthquakes
[10h] Taipei 101 contains the world’s largest example of this earthquake-mitigating measure, essentially a large,
golden pendulum suspended from its 91st floor. This technology counters swaying motions common during
earthquakes.
ANSWER: tuned mass damper [or TMD or seismic damper]
[10m] Norman Foster designed this spaceship-like building in Cupertino to rest on 692 steel saucers, making it the
largest base-isolated structure in the world.
ANSWER: Apple Park [accept descriptions of the Apple headquarters]
<AS/GP, Geography>

17. In this novel, a riot breaks out on Election Day after the title character calls the Reform Bill “nothing but
swearing-in special constables to keep the aristocrats safe in their monopoly.” For 10 points each:
[10h] Name this novel set in the Midlands village of Treby Magna. Treby’s recent enfranchisement by the Reform
Bill allows Harold Transome to run for Parliament in this novel.
ANSWER: Felix Holt, the Radical
[10m] In another novel, a bumbling landlord with this surname engages in a fruitless bid for Parliament on a Reform
Bill-based platform; after his campaign fails, his niece with this surname marries Will Ladislaw.
ANSWER: Brooke [accept Mr. Brooke or Dorothea Brooke]
[10e] This author of Felix Holt, the Radical described the atmosphere surrounding the Reform Bill in the Midlands
in her novel Middlemarch.
ANSWER: George Eliot [or Mary Ann Evans]
<JS/HG, British Literature>

18. A “mirror” form of this technique known as shisha incorporates reflective objects like mica or coins. For 10
points each:
[10m] Name this technique. The zardoshi form of this technique employs golden threads to form patterns on fabric
using chain, lazy daisy, and other stitches.
ANSWER: embroidery [or needlework; prompt on sewing]



[10e] Shisha embroidery can incorporate iridescent beetlewings, which also comprise Ellen Terry’s dress in a
portrait as Lady Macbeth by this artist. This artist also painted Virginia Gautreau in his scandalous Portrait of
Madame X.
ANSWER: John Singer Sargent
[10h] Beetlewings were embroidered at the center of elaborate designs in a gold-embroidered dress for Lady Curzon
named for these animals. One Northern Indian veena features a resonator shaped like these animals.
ANSWER: peacocks (The instrument referenced is the mayuri veena.)
<CM/AY, Visual Arts>

19. A woman who eventually held this office said that George H.W. Bush was “born with a silver foot in his mouth”
during her speech at the 1988 DNC. For 10 points each:
[10m] Name this office. Ann Richards became the most recent Democrat to hold this office when she defeated the
gaffe-prone rancher Clayton Williams.
ANSWER: governor of Texas
[10h] Ramsey Muñiz, the first Hispanic candidate for Texas governor, ran under this party. This party grew out of
the work of MAYO, and current Congressman Raul Grijalva entered politics as a member of this party.
ANSWER: La Raza Unida
[10e] Richards’s predecessor as governor, Bill Clements, presided over an illegal payments scandal in this sport
while president of SMU. Teddy Roosevelt urged the legalization of the forward pass in this sport in a 1905 meeting.
ANSWER: American football
<RR, American History>

20. 2D and 3D examples of these materials are used as optical waveguides and resonators. For 10 points each:
[10h] Name these materials. The periodicity of these materials produces a frequency range where light propagation
is prohibited, an effect responsible for the iridescence of a butterfly’s wing.
ANSWER: photonic crystals [prompt on optical lattices]
[10e] 1D photonic crystals consist of alternating layers of these materials with different refractive indices. These
insulating materials are inserted between the plates of capacitors to increase their capacitance.
ANSWER: dielectrics
[10m] Photonic crystal resonators are wavelength-scale and achieve a high value of this quantity. This quantity,
which measures an oscillator’s damping, is “switched” from low to high in a technique for generating high-power
laser pulses.
ANSWER: Q-factor [accept Q-switching; accept quality factor]
<VD, Physics>


